Introduction
As is well known, searching for new exact solu tions of new nonlinear evolution equations (NLEEs) is an important subject in soliton theory and its appli cations since the solitary wave phenomena observed by Scott Russell in 1834 [1] . Early in the study of soliton theory, the main attention was payed to the (l + l)-dimensional cases with few components, such as the KdV equation, Burgers equation, Boussinesq equation, etc. [1, 2] . But nonlinear evolution equations of many nonlinear phenomena contain more compo nents and dimensions. Many nonlinear soliton equa tions in (2+l)-dimensional space, such as the gener alized KdV equation and the Nizhnik-Novikov-Veselov equation were presented [3, 4] , Multi-component nonlinear evolution equations also were found [5] .
More recently, by using the generalized symmetry method, Foursov [6] had derived eleven previously unknown classes of integrable equations. The inte grable coupled potential KdV equation
Ut -Uxxx + 3 uuXI -3 vuxx + 3 u2 + 3 u2ux -6 uvux + 3 v2ux, vt = vxxx -3 uvxx + 3vvxx + 3v2 + 3 u2vx -6uvvx + 3v1vx.
(1) and the modified KdV-type equations are U t = uxxx + 3uuxx -3 vuxx + 3 u2 -3 uxvx + 3u2ux -24uvux + 3 v2ux -12 u2vx + 6 uvvx, Vt = vxxx -3 uvxx + 3vvxx -3uxvx + 3v2 x + 3 u2vx + 6uvux -12 v2ux -24 uvvx +3v2vx.
(2)
When v = 0, (1) and (2) become the five-component equation Ut = uxxx + 3 uuxx + 3 u2 + 3 u2ux.
The exact travelling wave solutions of the systems (1) and (2) are still unknown. The aim of the present paper is to improve the extended tanh-function method [7, 8] and of our previous method [9 -11] , and to use it for exact solutions of (1) and (2) with the aid of Maple. That is to say, we solve the Riccati equation with a parameter to express solutions of the systems (1) and (2) .
The extended tanh-function method [7, 8] is as follows:
For a given nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE), say in two variables, one has F(u,ut,ux,uXX*" ) = o.
If we consider a travelling wave solution of the form u(x, t) = tt(£), £ = x -Xt + c, then ( 
The solutions obtained by using this method are of the form, for example, ao + ai tanh(fc£) + aj tanh2(fc£) +.... However a solution in the form asech(k^) of the mKdV equation is not obtained by using this method.
Recently we presented a method [9] in which only the second step is different from the above method, i. e., we searched for the solution Except for the rational solutions, the solutions ob tained by our method contained all other ones ob tained by the extended tanh-function method.
To overcome the disadvantage of the two methods, we would like to improve the ansatz (4) or (7) as follows:
where A0,Al,Bx(i = 1, D3{j = 0 , l,...,n ) a r e parameters to be determined. It is easy to see that when Bz = Dj = 0, the ansatz (9) just becomes Fan's ansatz (4). However if B,Dj 4 0, we may obtain new solutions that can not be found by using Fan's method [7, 8] . In what follows, we will apply our method to the systems (1) and (2), which will show that our method is more powerful to obtain more types of exact solutions containing soliton solutions.
Eight Families of Exact Solutions of System (1)
For the given system (1) we consider travelling wave solutions u(x, t) = w(£), v(x, t) = t>(£), £ = x -Xt+c. Then system (1) reduces to a set of ordinary differential equations
where A is a constant to be determined later and c is an arbitrary constant. We suppose that the system (10) Thus we obtain the solutions of system (1) from (6 -8 ) , (11) and (1 3 -1 8 ). Figure 2b shows that, when the range of x becomes greater and greater, the solution u\ approximates a plane with some holes (singular points). The solution develops a singularity at a finite point, i. e., for any fixed t = to there always exists an x = xq at which the solution blows up.
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Nine Families of Exact Solutions of System (2)
If we make the transformation
u(x, t) = u(£), v(x, t) = v(£), £ = x -\ t + c (27)
where A is constant to be determined later and c is an arbitrary constant, then system (2) becomes 
then w = w(£) is satisfying (5) and Ao, A\, Bu ao, a\, b\ are constants to be determined later.
With the aid of Maple, similar to system (1), substi tuting (29) into (28) gives rise to a set of equations for w \ \ / \ + sgn(b)w2)j (i = 0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , A\j = 0,1). Be cause they are linearly independent, the coefficients of w \y /\ + sgn(b)w2)j (i = 0 , 1, 2, 3,4; jf = 0 , 1) should be zero such that we obtain a set of over-determined algebraic polynomials with respect to the unknowns 
The property of (30) is similar to (21). Case 2: Singular Soliton Solutions k U2 = V2 = -coth(hx -2k3t + c),
The solutions (31) is similar to (22). 
Conclusions
In summary, we have obtained eight families of ex act solutions of the coupled potential KdV equation and nine families of exact solutions of the modified KdV-type equations by using a Riccati equation, the generalized transformation (9). These solutions con tain new kink-shaped soliton solutions, bell-shaped soliton solutions, periodic solutions, rational solu tions and singular soliton solutions. The figures of the obtained solutions clearly reflect the properties of the solutions. The singular solutions develop a singu larity at a finite point, i. e., for any fixed t = to, there
